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1. INTRODUCTION 
In designing an experiment on visual memory, Patricia Baggett encoun- 
tered the following problem in probability. 
Let B denote the collection of all patterns P created in a 3 by 3 tic tat 
toe grid by blackening exactly 5 of the 9 cells of the grid, with the stipula- 
tion that there be at least one blackened cell in each row and in each 
column of the grid. Then, what is the expected number of blackened cells 
shared by each member of an ordered pair of elements in B? 
This family 9 of so-called Garner patterns is partially discussed in [l] 
where the readily corroborated claim is made that 1 B 1 = 90. Thus we see 
that the (most simple-minded) attempt to answer the question, posed in 
the preceding paragraph, involves a computation which begins with the 
listing of 8100 ordered pairs of subsets of the set 9 = (0, l,..., 81. Our 
methods elaborated in Section 2, and in particular Corollary 7 or Propo- 
sition 15, provide us with easy means of verifying that the answer is 52/9. 
Henceforth, n is a positive integer, and also n = (0, l,..., n - l}, and 
k E n. The expression [k; n] denotes the Q-membered family {A: A C n and 
/ A I = k), and 9 and 9 are arbitrary subfamilies of [k; n]. 
For each positive integer s the expression ~~(4) denotes kS/nS-l, and 
when fl # o then E,(F) denotes the number I 9 j--s C {I fib1 Ai I : 
(A 1 ,..-, A,) E F”” = )(L1 g}. It will be recognized that es(g) expresses 
the expected intersection size of an ordered s-tuple of sets “chosen at 
random” from the population .F. 
PROPOSITIOE~ 1. c,([k; n]) = ks/n*-lfor euerypositiue integer s. 
Proof. Let s be any positive integer, and let (A, ,.. ., A,) E [k; nls. For 
an arbitrary x E n the probability that x E & Aj equals (A+z)~. Therefore, 
the expected number of elements in n which are elements also in nbl Aj 
is n(k/n)” = kg/n+l. 1 
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Our main result, Theorem 2, which is stated immediately below and 
proved in Section 2, alleges that ,F has a probability trait, similar to that 
attributed by Proposition 1 to [k; n], if and only if .F is of uniform depth; 
i.e., if and only if all elements in n lie in the same number of elements in .F. 
THEOREM 2. The following ,four assertions arc equivalent: 
(i) There is a number c such that j{F : s E FG .F)I L-; c fi7r every 
x E n. 
(ii) ICE’: x EFE *‘ji -z k . 19 i/nfor every .x E II. 
(iii) ~~(9) = kt/nt-l,for some integer t 1:; 2. 
(iv) ~,~(9) = ks/ns-l for every positive integer s. 
Remarks. Let n = 4, and let k = 2. Then, when .9 = ((0, I}, (1, 2}, 
(2, 3}, (3, O}] we have that B C [k; n] and that ~(9) = 22/4 = k2/n 
although 9 # [k; n]. On the other hand, when 9 = {{0, I>}, then +,&a) = 
2 # k2/n although o # 9 C [k; n]. 
2. SUBFAMILIES OF [k; n] 
For each x E n the expression 6&c) denotes l{A : x G A E F}i . The 
family 3 is said to be of uniform depth on US if and only if 6.&x) = 
S,( JJ) whenever (x, y} C us. We say that 9 is of uniform depth if and 
only if either 9 E (4, (41) or both 9 + (4, {$>> and also fl is of uniform 
depth on n. When g is of uniform depth, then by the depth of 9 we mean 
the integer 6&O), and the expression S(fl denotes the depth of fl. 
LEMMA 3. k * / 9 j = C:li 6.*(i). 
Proof. 
n-1 n-1 
C S,(i)= z~OI{(i,F):iEFE9}~ = Iijl{(i,F):iFFES)j 
i=O i=O 
- 1 ,i {(i, F): i E F) 1 = ,g I{(& F): i EFF)! = c / F I 
FE% 
COROLLARY 4. When 9 is of uniform depth, then k - / 9 1 = r&S). 
LEMMA 5. 1 9 jg c,(.S) = ~~~~ Sg(i)“for every positive integer s. 
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Proof. For each i E n there are exactly S&i) distinct sets A E % such 
that i E A. It follows that there are exactly STY distinct ordered s-tuples 
A,) E P such that i E fib1 Ai , and hence that C:Li S&)” = 
g;,z:, Aj / : (A 1 ,..., A,) E Fs} = I 9 Is . ES(F). I 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose first that et(%) = kt/nt-l for some 
integer f > 2. Recall that SF(i) > 0 for every i E n. Therefore, by Lemma 5 
together with [2, Theorem 16, p. 261 it follows that k * j 9 I/n = ((l/n) 
(kt . j .% \t/nt-l))l’t = ((l/n) * 1 % It et(%))‘/” = ((l/n) CFil S.~(i)*)l’~ > 
((l/n) xrll Sg(i)2)lP. But, by Lemma 3 together with [2, Theorem 7, p. 161 
we have that (k * 1 % 1)” = (CyIi S&i))z < n Cyii Ss(Q2, and hence that 
CF=: Ss(i)z 3 k2 * / 9 I”/n. It follows that k * / 9 I/n 3 ((l/n) ~~~~ 
S;p(i)2)1/2 > ((l/n) k2 * 1 % 12/n)lj2 = k * / % l/n, and hence that (l/n) 
CyTi SF(~)~ = k2 * I % 12/n2 and then that C%‘, SP(~)” = k2 . I 3 I”/n. 
Remarking that Lemma 3 is equivalent to the assertion that 2:: [SF(~) - 
k . j % i/n] = 0, we now infer that / .% I2 . k2/n = Cyz (k . I 9 I/n + 
[S.&i) - k . I 9 i/n])” = CyLi k2 * / .9 12/n2 + (2k * I 9 I/n) x:z [S&i) - 
k . j 9 I/n] + Cyl, [S&i) - k * I 9 l/n]” = k2 . I 9 l”/n + zyrt [S&i) - 
k - I % l/n12, and hence that Cf1: [SF(~) - k . j % I/n]” = 0. We conclude 
that if there exists an integer t 3 2 such that I % It et(%) = I % it kt/nt-I, 
then S&i) = k * I % I/n = S(9) for every i E n. 
Now choose an arbitrary positive integer s. If % is uniformly deep, then 
by Corollary 4 we have that S(S) = k * I % i/n, and hence by Lemma 5 
that 1 % Is es(%) = C&’ S(%)s = CyLi (k . I 9 i/n)s = n(k . j .9 i/n)* = 
ks * j c% Is/@-l. whence we get that es(%) = ks/ns-l. I 
We say that a group G of permutations on the set n preserves a family PV 
of subsets of n if and only if YY = { g[W]: WE w and g E G}, where of 
course g[W] denotes {g(x): x E W}. The following is an observation by 
Jan Mycielski. 
THEOREM 6. Let there exist a transitive group G which preserves 9 
Then % is uniformly deep. 
Proof. Choose arbitrary elements x E n and y en. Let G(x, v) denote 
{ g: g E G and g(x) = y}. Then G(x, JJ) # o, since G is transitive. It is 
clear that if x E FE %‘, and if g E G(x, y), then y E g[l;l E %. Furthermore, 
if (FI , F2) _C %, if FI # F2 , and if h E G, then h[FJ # h[F2]. It follows 
that I{F:~EFEE}I < I{g[F]:gcG(x,y) and XEFE%~I < I(F: y E F 
E %}I . Similarly, I{F: y E F E %‘)I < I{Z? x E F E %]I . Thus we see that % 
is uniformly deep, I 
The following two examples, which are due to Andrzej Ehrenfeucht, 
demonstrate the failure of the converse of Theorem 6. 
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In the first example n 7: 16, k = 4, and the 1Zmembered uniformly 
deep subfamily .Y of [k; n] has as its members the four columns and the 
four rows of the 4 by 4 matrix below, and the four subsets whose places in 
the matrix are identified by the same letter, 
IPR 7‘7 
i 
E P R 7 
1: R P R 
E E T P 
If % and V are sets of places in this matrix, and if h is a permutation of the 
places of the matrix, then of course i hi% n Y“]\ :-= 1 h[%Y] n h{V’]j . 
Therefore, since the second row of the matrix and the main diagonal of the 
matrix are the only members of S having no more than one place in 
common with any other member of CF, it can easily be seen that every 
permutation, on the set of places in the matrix, takes that place, occupying 
the intersection of the second row and the main diagonal, to itself. In fact, 
a closer study of this example shows that the only permutation preserving 
3 is the identity. 
In the second example, where the 9-membered uniformly deep sub- 
family $ of [3; 91 is similarly defined by the matrix 
A A B i 1 A B C, C c‘ B 
again the only permutation preserving 9 is the identity. 
From the following corollary together with Theorem 2 we readily infer 
that ~~(9) = 52/9, where 9 is the family of all Garner patterns. 
COROLLARY 7. Let k, m, and n be any integers satisfying the iaequalitieJ 
0 < max{m, n] < k < mn. Let 02 be the family of all m by n matrices [sdj: 
such that sij E 2 for every term sij , such that CL, Cj”=l sij == k, such thai 
CTz,Sii >Ofir every iE(l,..., m}, and such that XL, sii I> 0 for ever) 
j E {l,..., n}. Then C {V: V E 0) is a constati matrix, whence Gpd is uni~ormlj 
deep on the mn positions of the matrices. 
Proof. Let G be the permutation group, on the set of places in an m b! 
n matrix, which is generated by the set of all row permutations and of al 
column permutations of the matrix. Plainly G is transitive and preserves 
the family CPG. The present corollary thus follows by Theorem 6. I 
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PROPOSITION 8. If 3 and 3 are untformly deep, and if g n c!? = @, 
then .F u 3 is uniformly deep and S(F) + S(Y) = S(F u 9). 
LEMMA 9. Let F be of untform depth. Then the family [k; n] - 9 is 
also of uniform depth, and S([k; n] - F) = S([k; n]) - S(F). 
Proof. For each i E n we have that S(F) + St,,.~,&i) == S,,-(i) + 
k+-.di) = &di) = Nk nl>. I 
COROLLARY 10. Let fl and 9 be of untform depth. Then, either allfour 
of the following families are of untform depth, or none of them are of untform 
depth: .F u 9, F n 3, ([k; n] - CF) u ([k; n] N g), and ([k; n] - F) n 
([k; n] - 9). 
Proof. For each i E n we have that SF&i) = S&i) + SR(i) - SF,+(i). 
Therefore, 9 u 3 is of uniform depth if and only if 9 n B is of uniform 
depth. The present corollary now follows, by DeMorgan’s laws and by 
Lemma 9. I 
EXAMPLES. Let n = 6. Let k = 3. Let @ = ((0, 1, 2), (3, 4, 5)). Let 
g = {{I, 2, 3}, {4, 5, O}}. And let V = ((2, 3,4), (5, 0, 1)). Then each of the 
families 0? u a, &? u V, and .@ = (02 u 9) A (g u g) + o is uniformly 
deep although &? u %? g GZ u g and although J.Z?U g g a u V. 
Let n = 6. Let k = 2. Let 9 = ((0, 11, (2, 3}, (4, 5)). Let 8 = {{O, l}, 
(2, 4}, (3, 5)). Then 9 n & is not uniformly deep although both 2 and 8 
are uniformly deep. 
COROLLARY 11. Let k > 0. Then S([k; n]) = (E-i). Let % be untformly 
deep, and let .F # m . Then there exists a positive integer t < ((n, k)/n)(z) 
such that ( F ( = tn/(n, k) and such that S(F) = tk/(n, k). 
Proof. By Corollary 4 we have that S([k; n]) = (k/n)(z) = (I-::). 
Also by Corollary 4 we have that ( F ( * k/(n, k) = S(p) . n/(n, k). 
Therefore, since k/(n, k) and n/(n, k) are relatively prime, we see that 
j .F I = tn/(n, k) for some integer t. Since j 9 I < j[k; n]i == (F), it 
follows that t 6; ((n, k)/n)(E). Finally, since tnk/(n, k)2 = ~ F 1 . k/(n, k) = 
S(s) * n/(n, k), we have also that S(g) = tk/(n, k). I 
COROLLARY 12. Let F be nonempty and untformly deep. Then there 
exists a partition of 9 into minimal-sized nonempty untformly deep sub- 
families. 
Proof. By Lemma 9. I 
Rcmurk. The partition remarked in Corollary 12 need not be unique. 
For. the nonempty minimal-sized uniformly deep subfamilies ;((I, 1;. 
:2, 3). 14. 5); and (:O; I:. (2. -1. ; 3. 41.: of the uniformly deep family [A: 61 
are neither identical nor disjoint. 
THEOKEM 13. Let d be an)’ positive factor of n. Let 1 ::; A- . d. Then 
there (J.Yists a nonempty urCform1.y deep subfamily S (I [xnid: n] such that 
I-2 I d and such that ~316) s. 
Proof For each i e d let Hi denote {j : j t I? and j --- I’ ~; i’ (mod d) for 
some r t x)-. It is easy to see that the family Z ~~ {Hi : i E d) satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem. I 
COROLLARY 14. Let k 0. Then there exists a uniformly deep sub- 
farnil)* .X of [k; n] such that 1 A?’ 1 = n/(n, k) andsuch that 6(A) : k/(13, k). 
Proof. Referring to Theorem 13, let d = n/(n, k), let .X = k/(n, k), and 
then observe that k -= xn/d. II 
Jan Mycielski remarks, with the following example, that the members 
of the partition in Corollary 12 need not be of equal size: Both ((0, I. 2;, 
{3,4, 5)) and ((0, 1, 21, {2, 3,4), (4, $01, {I, 3, 5}} are minimal nonempty 
uniformly deep subfamilies of the family [3; 6]. 
Paul ErdGs then asks for which values of k does there exist a uniformly 
deep subfamily .F of [k ; 2/c] such that / .F : = (2t)/2 and such that, if 
(P, Q} ci .9, then P n Q -- (1. Andrzej Ehrenfeucht reports to the author 
this answer to the Erdbs question: For the existence of such an .F it is 
necessary and sufficient that k not be a power of 2. 
Open Question. For which positive integers t .< ((n, k)/n)(z) does there 
exist a nonempty uniformly deep subfamily 4 of [k; nf where k ;‘- 0, such 
that ‘N , tn/(n, k) ? What are the sizes of the minimal nonempty 
uniformly deep subfamilies of [k; n]? 
The following obvious assertion can be easily employed to establish thal 
the family .Y of all Garner patterns is uniformly deep, when d is con 
sidered to be a subfamily of [5; 91. 
PROPOSITION 15. Let m be any factor of n such that m ,i I. Let (Xi 
i E ml be any partition of the set n into m subsets of size n/m. For each i E n 
let Y(i) be any subfamily of [k; n} which is unformly deep on X, -z= u 3(i) 
Suppose that &)(xJ =- &s&~) whenever {i,,j} C m, whenever xi E X, 
and whenever xj E Xj . Let 3 denote u (g(i): i em}. Then 9 is u&orml: 
deep, and S(Y) =- &,j(xJ.for any x0 E X0 . 
For each it i?z let Y, denote tJ{X, : j E m - ii{), and let -F(i) be an 
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subfamily of [k; n] which is uniformly deep on Yi = u S(i). Suppose 
that &qi,( ri) = SScj,( yi) whenever (i,j) Z m, whenever yi E Yi , and 
whenever yi E Y, . Let F denote U {F(i): i em). Then 9 is uniformly 
deep, and 6(S) = (m - 1) S.FO( yO) for any y,, E Y, . 
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